Abstract Computer-aided pronunciation training (CAPT) technologies enable the use of automatic speech recognition to detect mispronunciations in second language (L2) learners' speech. In order to further facilitate learning, we aim to develop a principle-based method for generating a gradation of the severity of mispronunciations. This paper presents an approach towards gradation that is motivated by auditory perception. We have developed a computational method for generating a perceptual distance (PD) between two spoken phonemes. This is used to compute the auditory confusion of native language (L1). PD is found to correlate well with the mispronunciations detected in CAPT system for Chinese learners of English, i.e., L1 being Chinese (Mandarin and Cantonese) and L2 being US English. The results show that auditory confusion is indicative of pronunciation confusions in L2 learning. PD can also be used to help us grade the severity of errors (i.e., mispronunciations that confuse more distant phonemes are more severe) and accordingly prioritize the order of corrective feedback generated for the learners.
Introduction
The growing number of second language (L2) learners creates a large demand of language learning resources. It is estimated that the number of English learners in China and India is over 500 million [1] , which is greater than the combined population of English speaking countries. This creates a serious shortage of professional English teachers. A computer-aided pronunciation training (CAPT) system is one of the best approaches to fulfill the demands. The traditional recognizer aims for language model constrained lexical training instead of mispronunciation training. In other words, the recognizer still gives out correct words even when the speech contains mispronunciation. We enhance the recognizer with an extended pronunciation lexicon (ERN) [2] to enable pronunciation variation detection and diagnosis. The ERN is generated from phonological rules or a data-driven approach [2] [3] [4] which includes the common mispronunciations of Chinese speakers. Our group has developed an online CAPT system, Enunciate [5] , with an enhanced recognizer for mispronunciation detection and diagnosis, and a synthesizer for corrective feedback generation. The system is now available across the campus of The Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) and has been used by hundreds of students and their teachers.
Most of the learners show appreciation for automatic mispronunciation detection technologies. To help learners focus on their pronunciation problems more easily, a gradation of mispronunciations will be helpful [6] [7] . For example, if a learner mispronounces /ih t/ as /ix t/ and /f ae n/ as /f a n/, the system should show that the substitution error of /ae/ → /a/ is more salient than /ih/ → /ix /. This gradation can act as a suggestion of the priority for the learner to practice specific pronunciations. Wang et al. [8] defined several categories of mispronunciation gradations according to different levels of severity. Based on the crowdsourced ratings on mispronunciations of L2 English speech from a large number of listeners, they captured the phonetic context of mispronunciations by phonological rules, which was then augmented with statistical scoring to quantitatively model gradations of word-level mispronunciations. As effective speech communication relies on both speech production and auditory perception, we suggest that the gradation of mispronunciation should be based on not only the mispronunciation statistics but also a perceptual analysis between two phonemes. There has been considerable research on the computational methods of speech perception for Chinese [9] [10] , which allows us to establish a method for analyzing mispronunciation in CAPT by both pronunciation statistics and auditory perception.
In this paper, we propose a method for generating a gradation of the severity of mispronunciations in L2 speech based on analyzing both mispronunciations in CAPT and computational speech perception. We begin by presenting a formulation of the problem. Then we take Chinese (L1) speakers learning English (L2) as an example, giving the statistical results of mispronunciation from the Enunciate system. Next, we discuss the computational method to generate the "perceptual distance" between two phonemes. Finally, the correlation between mispronunciation statistics and perceptual distances is experimentally investigated, which leads to some principled suggestions on a prioritization for practicing pronunciations targeted at Chinese learners of English.
Problem Formulation
We conduct our corpus-based investigation on the L2 English speech of Chinese learners. The corpus has been phonetically labeled by a trained linguist. Deviations between the labeling and the dictionary-based pronunciations form the observed mispronunciations. We define the correct rate of pronunciation, as well as the rate of mispronunciation for a given phoneme as follows.
Definition Note that the relationship between C and M is:
In addition, we present the proposed perceptual distance (PD) to compute and evaluate the perceived auditory distance between two phonemes [4] [5] . We then investigate whether there is a correlation between the PD across different phonemes and the rates of various phonetic mispronunciations. Should such correlation exist, we aim to utilize the PD to derive a gradation of the severity of observed mispronunciations. The gradation should hence be perceptually motivated, and can also be used to generate a prioritization for corrective feedback generation in the context of (computer-aided) pronunciation training applications.
Mispronunciation Statistics

Corpus
The CU-CHLOE (Chinese Learners of English) corpus [3] includes the spoken utterances of 100 Chinese (L1) speakers learning English and has been phonetically labeled by a trained linguist. The deviation can be observed by comparing the labeling and dictionarybased pronunciations . The corpus includes: 1) the Aesop's Fable "The North Wind and the Sun", which has six sentences and covers all the English phonemes,
2) a set of 20 phonemic sentences designed by English teachers to cover the common English mispronunciation,
3) a set of 10 pairs of confusing words from the TIMIT , 4) a set of 50 pairs of minimal pairs from the TIMIT. Tables 1 and 2 list the English (L2) vowels and consonants with the highest rates of correct pronunciation highlighted in yellow are the phonemes present in English but absent from Chinese according to the manner and place of articulation [11] . For both English vowels and consonants, native Chinese speakers tend to mispronounce the English phonemes as other similar phonemes.
Mispronunciation Statistics
For the English phoneme /l/, it has two sounds called as dark [ 
l] (/el/) and light [ l](/l/). A dark [ l]
comes at the end of a syllable such as bottle (/b aa t ah l/). A light [ l] comes at the beginning of a syllable such as "late" (/l ey t/). In the dictionary, both dark [ l] and light [ l] share the same alphabet /l/. This causes some occurrence of /l/ to be wrongly marked as mispronunciation when pronouncing as /el/. That is the reason for the low correct pronunciation rate of the phoneme /l/ even though it is present in both Chinese and English. 
Discussions
In this subsection, a mispronunciation matrix of the English phoneme by native Chinese speakers is presented. If the phonemes are present in both English and Chinese, Chinese speakers tend to pronounce them correctly. On the contrary, if the phonemes are present only in English but not in Chinese, Chinese speakers tend to mispronounce them as other similar phonemes [11] . This phenomenon happens for both English consonants and vowels.
Inspired by this phenomenon, we further investigate how to find "similar phonemes" for a given English phoneme. In next section, the computational methods of obtaining the perceptual distance of vowels and consonants will be discussed.
Computational Methods of Perceptual Distance
Our approach considers that the speakers' perceptual space should be trained and formed based on their native language (L1). Therefore, in this section, we discuss the computational methods for perceptual distance (PD) of vowels and consonants, and apply the proposed methods to compute the auditory confusion of Chinese speakers.
We decompose this research question into two parts. First, we explore how acoustic features distinguish different vowels and consonants. Second, we verify the correlation between auditory perception and selected acoustic features of vowels and consonants. We devise four steps in building the perceptual space.
Step 1. For Chinese vowels and consonants, we choose the frequencies of 500 Hz, 1 000 Hz, and 2 000 Hz for this whole study, because these three frequencies are universally acknowledged as language frequencies. In audiology, language frequencies play a pivotal role for the perception of speech signals.
Step 2. The acoustic features which are usually used for distinguishing different vowels and consonants (such as speech recognition) are extracted.
Step 3. We define how to compute the distance of two vowels or consonants' acoustic features in mathematics.
Step 4. We conduct auditory experiments to record which vowels or consonants tend to be misheard, and obtain auditory confusion rate between two vowels or consonants. We continue to select the acoustic features from those extracted in step 2, until the trend of their distances which are defined in step 3 is the most consistent with the auditory confusion rates.
Then the distances computed in step 4 are called perceptual distance (PD) of Chinese vowels and consonants. In the next two subsections, we will introduce the feature selection, distance definition, and assessment of PD between vowels and consonants in details.
Computation of PD Between Vowels
Feature Selection
First of all, we need to choose a signal representation for computing the PD of vowels. We made a comparison between two commonly used spectrum modes: linear predictive coding (LPC) and cepstrum (CEP). CEP in the analysis of frequency spectrum, in terms of clarity and regularity. Furthermore, the difference of spectrum between different tones is smaller by LPC than that by CEP. Hence, LPC is selected for analysis.
For each phoneme, we select three frames of the speech signal at 1/6, 3/6, 5/6 of the phoneme's duration. We resample the three frames (to 16KHz), window and reemphasize the signals to compute the LPC coefficients. We mathematically fit these coefficients to three spectral curves. Then, we can get values at 500, 1 000, 2 000 from the three curves by interpolation. Taking 500 Hz, 1 000 Hz, 2 000 Hz as the center respectively, we compute the integral of the LPC coefficients at frequency bands of [ Since we have three spectral curves and three frequency bands, we can obtain a group of 9-dimensional vectors as the acoustic features of Chinese vowels. Furthermore, we define the perceptual distance (PD) between two vowels as the Euclidean distance of their feature vectors.
Assessment of PD of Vowels by Auditory Perception
In order to assess PD, we compare it with the raw acoustic distance between vowel classes. We put forward the concept of hierarchical clustering, and cluster all the vowel samples using PD. From the results of hierarchical clustering, we can figure out whether vowels are divided into the right classes or not. We set rules of hierarchical clustering as follows:
1) establish a corpus of Chinese vowels which are segmented from syllables pronounced by different speakers;
2) set every sample of vowels as a class; 3) cluster two classes to one between which the PD is the shortest in the set; 4) repeat last step until the number of classes is equal to the number of Chinese vowel categories.
The clustering results show that 74% of vowel samples belonging to the same vowel category are clustered to the same class on average, which indicates that the proposed PD can distinguish different vowels well.
We further conduct an auditory experiment to record which vowels tend to be misheard. In this way, we obtain auditory confusion rate between two vowels. We compare the PD (which is normalized to the interval [0, 1]) with the auditory confusion rate. Some examples are shown in Table 5 . The correlation index between the auditory confusion rate and the perceptual distance is about −0.6. In Table 5 , we find that the closer the PD, the smaller the difference of an auditory perception. This indicates that PD can represent the auditory difference between two vowels well.
In the same way, we extract the LPC features to calculate the PD for vowels in the CU-CHLOE corpus. Take the vowels /er/ and /ey/ as examples. As Table 6 shows, the smaller the PD, the higher the mispronunciation rate. The detailed investigation on the correlation between PD and mispronunciation will be discussed in Section 5. 
Computation of PD Between Consonants
Feature Selection
According to the perception definition computing method of Mandarin consonants [10] , we extract 17 features, including average zero-crossing rate (1 dimension), MFCC coefficients (6 dimensions), and bark features (10 dimensions). The specific steps in extraction are: 1) Extract the zero-crossing rate according to the formula:
where Z n is zero-crossing rate, N is the number of sample points of the current analysis frame, sgn(x n (i)) is the sign of the i-th sample point in the n-th frame; 2) Extract the mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC), and select six of them which have been revealed to have strong correlation with consonant perception [10] : M1, M3, M4, M5, M8, and M11; 3) Extract the bark features, which include:
• calculating the FFT power spectrum, • calculating the integral of the FFT power spectrum for each of the bark bands, marked as x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 21 ,
• calculating the bark rate y i :
• selecting 10 bark rate features which have been revealed to have strong correlation with consonant perception [10] : B9, B10, B12, B16, B13, B19, B20, B21, B14, and B18; 4) Calculate the Euclidean distances between consonant feature vectors.
We use (1) to normalize the features, where f new is the normalized feature, f source is the feature to be normalized, and F source is the set of original features.
Like vowels, we the define perceptual distance of consonants as the Euclidean distance of their feature vectors.
Assessment of PD of Consonants by Auditory Perception
We assess the PD of consonants as we did for vowels, based on the hierarchical clustering. The clustering results are shown in Fig.4 . From Fig.4 , we can see that unvoiced and voiced consonants are separated at the first split. Voiced consonants (/m/, /n/, /l/ and /r/) are in the same cluster; radical consonants (/g/, /k/ and /h/) are in the same cluster; and supradental consonants (/ts/, /ts'/, and /s/) are in the same cluster. The consonants with the same place of articulation are also divided in the same cluster such as /t /, /t '/ and / /. These results of clustering are quite consistent with the theory of phonetics [11] . We calculate the PD for consonants in training corpus of Enunciate system. As an example, we show the PD for the consonant /r/ in Table 7 . The smaller the perceptual distance, the higher the mispronunciation rate. Hence, PD seems to relate with perception and pronunciation. 
Experiments on Correlation Analysis Between Mispronunciation Statistics and PD
Next, we experimentally investigate the correlation between mispronunciation statistics and PD.
Analysis of Phonemes with High Rates of Correct Pronunciation
First, considering the vowels and the consonants with the highest correct pronunciation rates, we calculate the average perceptual distance APD(x i ) between the vowel/consonant and all the other vowels/consonants. The formula is described as follows:
where x i represents for a vowel (or a consonant), APD(x i ) is the average perceptual distance between x i and the other vowels (or consonants), N is the total number of vowels (or consonants), and dist(x i , x j ) represents the perceptual distance between x i and x j . As shown in Tables 8 and 9 , the average perceptual distances of phonemes with the highest rate of correct pronunciation are quite high (compared with the results in Tables 10 and 11 ). The correlation between APD and C of vowels with the highest rates of correct pronunciation is 0.73, while the correlation between APD and C of consonants with the highest rates of correct pronunciation is 0.86. In general, the APD and the correct rate C are in direct proportion (Figs. 5 and 6 ). It indicates that the higher the APD, the more difficult the phoneme is to be confused as another phoneme, which leads to a higher correct pronunciation rate C. 
Analysis of Phonemes with Low Rates of Correct Pronunciation
For the phonemes with low rates of correct pronunciation, we also calculate their average PD. Take /er/ as an example, since /er/ is easily confused with /ax/ or /ee/, we calculate the average perceptual distance APD (/er/) as:
As shown in Tables 10 and 11 , APD and correct rate C are positively correlated (Figs. 7 and 8) . The correlation between APD and C of vowels with the lowest rates of correct pronunciation is 0.65, while the correlation between APD and C of consonants with the lowest rates of correct pronunciation is 0.53. In general, the lower the APD, the easier the phoneme is to be confused with other phonemes, which leads to a lower pronunciation correct rate C. These results are consistent with the analysis in Section 3.
In summary, APD and the correct rate C are in direct proportion, while the mispronunciation rate M is negatively correlated with auditory perception distance APD. It indicates that the auditory confusion indirectly reflects the spoken confusion. 
Gradation of Mispronunciations in L2 (English) Learning
In order to further facilitate L2 (English) learning, we aim to further propose principles for generating a gradation of the severity of mispronunciations. Since our study targets Chinese (L1) speakers learning English (L2), we attempt to propose several directions on gradation of L2 English mispronunciations. Our ultimate goal is to use the proposed principles for pedagogically improving prioritization corrective feedback of CAPT systems.
Previous methodologists on L2 learning usually suggest that teachers focus their attention on a few mispronunciation error types rather than try to address all the errors [7] [8] . If too many errors are presented to learners at the same time, learners may get confused and discouraged. Therefore, the PD proposed in this paper can be used to help us grade the severity of errors [12] .
Gradation Based on Computational Perceptual Relevance
From the previous sections, we find that the frequency of an error (phone α is mispronounced as phone β) reduces with the increase in perceptual distance (PD) between α and β. PD can be used to some extent as a measure of how easily learners tend to confuse certain phonemes. The smaller the PD between two phonemes, the more likely they will be confused by L2 learners, the higher error frequency we can observe from the results. Therefore, the gradation of errors in terms of severity is negatively correlated with the observed error frequency but positively correlated with PD.
Gradation Example
Let us finally give a gradation example. Based on the above CU-CHLOE corpus used in Section 3, we first compute the PD of every pair of vowels and consonants. Then the pairs of vowels and consonants with lower PD values are selected. We further validate these phoneme pairs with the statistic results of mispronunciation. Finally, 10 pairs of phonemes with the lowest PD values as well as the highest mispronunciation rates are chosen as the highest-priority order of corrective feedback generated for the L2 learners.
So the final results are: for Chinese speakers to learn English, we suggest that learners need to pay more attention to the following phonemes: 
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a computational approach of obtaining the auditory perceptual distance between phonemes, and proposed to utilize it for quantitatively representing a gradation of pronunciation errors in L2 English speech by L1 Chinese learners. The correlation between mispronunciation statistics and perceptual distances was experimentally investigated. This correlation finally led to some suggestions on the prioritization of corrective feedback generation for CAPT.
The main conclusions of this paper are:
1) The auditory perceptual distance and the correct pronunciation rate are positively correlated;
2) PD can be used as a systematic way of grading mispronunciations and prioritizing them for corrective feedback generation.
Future work will focus on how to deal with the insertion or deletion in mispronunciation.
